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           Family Union includes large extended families, often with several generations and multiple 
workers. They all have a strong sense of "roots and shoots". They keep alive the memory of their 
origins and the cultures that shaped their lives, but they also have aggressive personal goals. Religion 
(and the institutional church) helps preserve cultural norms and maintain their essential identity, and it 
also provides inspiration and strength to experiment and pursue personal fulfillment. 
  

Most of the large Hispanic contingent will be Roman Catholic, and they will continue the 
traditional practice of religion as part of their weekly routine. Some may be Pentecostal, and 
experiential faith will continue to be important (although they may shift to more established Protestant 
churches as they integrate into American culture and advance economically). 
  

Many of the Anglo contingents will come from both mainstream and evangelical church 
backgrounds. Their dedication to the church may wax and wane in reaction to denominational policies, 
pastoral personalities, and discretionary time ... but they will likely continue to value religion as a 
positive force in their lives and connect with the church especially in lifecycle transitions. 
  
Their quest for God is often motivated by one or all of three things. First, they may feel like strangers in 
the community since they have different national origins, cultural mores, and languages. The church 
makes them feel at home. Second, they may feel neglected by the institutions around them 
(government, public education, health care, etc.) The church often brokers mutual understanding. 
Third, they often feel inadequate or flawed. They are scrambling to sustain marriages and families, jobs 
and careers, and long-distance relationships with extended family. The church helps raise self-esteem. 



            Their neighborhoods tend to be multi-ethnic and multi-lingual, and they expect their churches to 
be the same. Some churches will need to intentionally acquire ethnic staff, or train pastors and other 
leaders to be bi-lingual. Church worship and programming, however, will remain fairly traditional. 
People in this group may be open to innovations in liturgy, educational methodology, postmodern 
technologies, and innovative facilities, but they do not value change for the sake of change. They will 
need to be convinced that changes will be effective in reaching younger generations or maximizing 
mission.  
  

Family Union may view the local church as part of their social network and extension of their 
families. Bear in mind, however, that they are quite willing to give up time with their families in order to 
advance their careers, increase their incomes, and expand their horizons. They are more likely to 
measure success by worldly possessions and personal status than spiritual growth or inward 
perfection. 
  

Experian suggests that older adults in these segments have less than average educations, and 
may not have finished High School diplomas. Only about 15% of younger adults will have college 
diplomas. The churches that will draw their attention will not be particularly intellectual. They will favor 
churches with more dramatic and experiential worship that are rich in images, and help participants 
connect with religion in tactile ways. They will respect churches that are intentionally cross-cultural, 
sensitive to customs of other countries of origin, and appreciative of the tastes and sounds of diverse 
publics.  
  

People in this group tend to be politically inactive. They have conservative family values, but 
liberal economic views. They want to remove barriers that stand in the way of entrepreneurs, but also 
protect the benefits and pension plans of hard working employees. They may be more active in their 
labor union and cultural organization, or in the PTA and neighborhood association, than they are in the 
church. The church often builds good relationships with these other organizations to make cross-over 
participation easy.  
  

The churches supported by people in these groups are not necessarily known for controversial 
stands on public policies. They may generally support Catholic or Protestant denominational positions 
that protect traditional family values about marriage, sexuality, and children ... but they may not join 
protest marches or lobby policymakers. They will support Catholic Charities and other faith-based 
non-profits that meet basic human needs. Their churches are often well known for participating in the 
multi-cultural mosaic of the community. They celebrate festivals, build harmony between races and 
cultures, and generally work to improve the quality of life.  

 


